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Turbo power your design productivity with AutoCAD
Mobile app on Windows 10
Amarjeet Sonkar
Autodesk

Learning Objectives
•
•
•

Understanding One AutoCAD ecosystem and going beyond devices
How to bring better collaboration and flexibility in your CAD workflows
Key features of AutoCAD mobile app on Windows 10
Getting started with AutoCAD UWP app and working with your own drawing

Description
This is an instructional class where I will show and tell about AutoCAD Mobile on Universal
Windows Platform. I will showcase how it can be installed on multiple device and users can
work on the same file without getting stuck with a single device. I will demo some of the
powerful features which we developed to support UWP framework, also how to use attached
accessories like a stylus, keyboard, Mouse and surface dial. I will show how to open your own
file from any source whether it’s local storage or any cloud service. I will talk and demo about
some of the scenarios where a user can use AutoCAD Desktop with AutoCAD mobile.

Speaker
Amarjeet Sonkar has over ten years of pure design experience. Starting his career as an Industrial
Designer, he worked on all kind of consumer products in various design studios. Mobile (iPhone)
revolution brought him into App Experience Design, and he successfully designed and released tons
of iOS apps. In the past 6 years, working as Experience Designer at Autodesk, he has worked on
some of the most exciting products like AutoCAD for Mac and Windows, Fusion 360 and AutoCAD
for Web and Mobile.
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One AutoCAD
AutoCAD has transformed the traditional paper-based drafting to digital drafting. Today
AutoCAD is the most widely used CAD tool for creating drawings. AutoCAD has been always
leading by innovations which are driven by listening and understanding the customer needs.
Today AutoCAD users can access their drawing on any platform or any device, literally any time
anywhere.
Computing is evolving faster than ever, and the new category of devices are emerging. Now
Desktop is not the only way to bring productivity to your work, new devices are contributing a lot
to increase your overall work efficiency, especially mobile and tablet devices. Mobile and Tablet
devices are more like the companion to your desktop workflow, they solve a different problem
and serve a different need in the context of mobility. AutoCAD mobile apps are not aiming to
replace AutoCAD desktop, are complementing each other to boost your productivity and save
your time.
Windows is one of the most popular operating systems, and apart from dominating the desktop
word, it’s blurring the line between desktop and mobile. New 2 in 1 hybrid devices serve both
heavy desktop productivity as well as serve the mobility need.

Image: Microsoft showcasing AutoCAD mobile on new surface pro 6
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Our AutoCAD mobile app is optimized to run on all the windows 10 supported devices. It has all
the mobile capability, optimized for touch interface and the same time it works with other input
methods such as keyboard, mouse and surface pen.

In this session we will walk through AutoCAD mobile app on Windows 10, its key feature,
working on touch interface with precision and getting access to your files securely across
different platforms and devices.
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